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Abstract. Applications with run-time changing architectures constitute a challenge for both modelling and
reasoning. Their description is not limited to the specification of a unique static topology but must cover the scope of
all the correct configurations. We develop, in this paper, the concept of architectural styles to achieve this goal. We
elaborate and specify the basic architectural styles for the design of service-oriented applications. For this purpose
we develop an appropriate formal framework using graph grammars. Our approach enables both generating
architectures in conformance with a given style and checking conformance of ad-hoc architectures. We first, describe
formally the basic interaction style involving elementary interactions between a service requestor and a service
provider. Then we consider the orchestrated interaction style where an orchestrator manages the workflow of several
service requestors and providers. Finally, we define a complex architectural style to address the compositional aspect
of service-oriented architectures considering composite services. We also provide rules for composing the previous
styles to define the composite basic invocation style and the composite orchestrated style.

1 Introduction
Research activities related to software architecture aim to answer requirements such as
adaptability, mobility and reuse by promoting the distinction between the design level and the
implementation level. The IEEE 1471 standard [1] defines the architecture description as “a
collection of products to document an architecture”. Architecture description is supposed to
include aspects such as the organization of the system, the decomposition into components, the
description of these components functionalities and the manner with which these components
interact [2].
Existent research and standardization works addressing service-oriented applications and web
services focus on service description and interface specification through WSDL (Web Service
Definition Language) and UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) [3], and on
behavioral and workflow aspects through languages such as BPEL4WS (Business Process
Execution Language for Web Services) for orchestration, WSCI (Web Service Choreography
Interface) for choreography [4,5], and WS-QoS (Web Service Quality of Service) for QoS
description [6].
Future complex software for various application domains should rely on dynamic architectures to
fulfill evolving-related requirements. Architecture reconfiguration is used for policy-based
security management. [7] Presents two approaches: the proactive reconfiguration that aims to
increase the resilience of the system to face a specific type of attacks and the reactive
reconfiguration that aims to restore the integrity of the system when an intrusion is detected and
the system suspected to be in a corrupted state. Architecture dynamic evolving can also be used
as a fault tolerance mechanism [8] making it possible to offer reliable services by reconfiguring
the system in response to fault occurrence. [9] Implements the reconfiguration of architecture by
deploying new components and by changing component behavior. These architecture
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transformations are used like means for load balancing and mobility management while [10] uses
reconfiguration to provide quality of service.
We propose, in this paper, to extend the formal scope of SOA-related existing work. We analyze
the architectural characteristics considering the dynamic aspects in SOA within a formal
framework based on graph grammars [11]. The goal is to provide a new point of view for the
architectural style of service-oriented applications. We believe this will be useful to specify and
check architecture-related properties at design-time.
We illustrate our approach by specifying the basic architecture styles of service-oriented
applications. We focus, here, on the execution model and do not consider the discovery step.
Extending our model to cover this step is possible by introducing additional components
representing, for instance, the UDDI registry. This paper is organized as follows. In the following
section, we will have an overview of the state of the art for the architecture style description and
of the graph grammar literature. In section 3.1, we introduce the basic interaction style involving
elementary interactions between a service requestor and a service provider. Then, we specify the
orchestrated interaction style in section 3.2. Within this architectural style, we introduce the
orchestrator, a component which is dedicated to managing the workflow between a set of service
requestors and providers. In section 3.3, we consider service composition and introduce the
composite style involving composite service providers. Finally, based on the combination of the
two first styles with the composite one, we specify the composite basic interaction in subsection
3.3.1 and the composite orchestrated interaction styles in section 3.3.2.

2 State of the art
2.1 Architecture style description
Suitable description languages and formalisms for avoiding ambiguities are necessary for correct
architectural design, management and analysis. In the last decade, many architecture description
languages (ADLs) were introduced providing rigorous syntax and semantic to define architectural
entities and relations. General approaches for ADLs provide formalisms to specify the
components, the connectors, the ports and the interfaces belonging to the described architecture
and the way to put them together to build the architecture in a consistent way. ADL-based
approaches generally rely on formal languages such as process algebra for architecture
constraints verification and analysis. Such approaches are not sufficient when dealing with
dynamic architectures considering advanced requirements for run-time reconfiguration. In such
cases, the set of architectural entities is not fixed and may evolve during the execution. The
architectural description should define the set of correct architectural configurations rather than
enumerating the elements of a unique configuration.
The concept of architectural styles was defined by the IEEE 1471 standard as “a set of patterns or
rules for creating one or more architectures in a consistent fashion”. In concrete terms, this
concept is concerned with the specification of acceptable or consistent architecture instances of a
system. Few ADLs consider architectural styles but the dynamicity-related specification
expressiveness remains limited. In the following paragraphs we will give an overview of style
description in three of the most popular ADLs.

The concept of architectural style is explicitly defined by Wright [12,13]. A style is composed of
two parts: 1) the first part is specifying component and connector types that might compose the
application architecture where 2) the second part is dedicated to the specification of constraints
(expressed in terms of the first-order logic) over components and connectors bindings.
Architecture instances (called configurations in Wright terminology) are defined by declaring the
entities of the architecture and describing their interactions with respect to the constraints of the
style binding. The entities represent instances of component and connector types belonging to the
architectural style.
C2SADL [14,15] is an architecture description language that allows the definition of architectural
styles. As for Wright, a style is defined by declaring its component and connector types. C2SADL
is based on a generic style called C2. In this style, components have exactly two ports as interface
while connectors may have as much ports as needed. The ports of components are called topdomain and bottom-domain and the ports of connectors are called top-ports and bottom-ports.
Styles defined in C2SADL are sub-styles of the C2 style constraining the bindings so that one
component is connected to a unique connector for each port while connectors may be connected
to more than one component for each ports side. The specification of instances belonging to
architectural styles includes the enumeration of its component and connector instances (belonging
to the style description) and the description of their bindings following the C2 style constraints.
The description of architectural styles is not explicitly expressed in Darwin [16,17]. But, this
description may be partially achieved using parameterization and array declaration mechanisms.
Architectural styles could be described by the definition of configurations where component
parameters are used to control size and topology of replicated structures. Architecture instances
belonging to these generic structures are obtained by instantiating these parameters.
To conclude about these architecture description languages, we can say that their approaches for
the specification of architectural styles are interesting but remains unsatisfactory. The C2 style is
constraining insofar as the communication between components can be arranged only in layers.
This excludes, for example, the description of two components being mutually sending requests
or architectures containing cycles. Moreover the fact that the components are constrained with
exactly a top-domain and a bottom-domain prevents them from being connected to several
connectors which adds an additional restriction for the communication structure between
components. In Wright, the constraints that we can express for an architectural style are limited to
those that we can express in the first-order logic. We cannot express, for instance, constraints
such as maximum or minimum of bindings on server. Darwin parameterization approach is also
not suitable for the description of sophisticated architectural styles.
2.2 Graph grammars
Graph grammars [18, 11, 19] constitute a powerful theoretical framework for describing complex
mechanisms for structure transformation. This formalism was introduced at the end of the Sixties
to address problems such as compiler building, or data types specification. It constitute also a
formal basis for solving problems related to various application domains including facial
identification [20, 21], object recognition of [22, 23], symbol recognition [24], and character
identification and graphology [25].
The basic way to transform a graph G into a graph G' is to replace a subgraph m of G by a graph
d. G' is the graph resulting from these two operations. G is called the host graph, m is called
mother graph and d is called daughter graph. In this approach, a grammar production is described
in the basic model by a pair of graphs: <L;R>. This rule is applicable to a graph G if there is an

occurrence of L in G. Its application has, as a consequence, the removal of the occurrence of L
from the graph G and its substitution by a copy (isomorphous) of R. This type of basic definition
introduces the problem of dangling edges as shown in figure 1. To solve this problem, two
approaches were introduced with different choices concerning productions specification and
dangling edge management [26].

Figure 1. Dangling edge problem

In the Single PushOut (SPO) approach, a grammar production is specified by a pair of graphs
<L;R>. Its application to a graph G requires the existence of an occurrence of L in G. The
difference, compared to the basic approach presented previously, comes from parts (i.e. nodes
and edges) of graph L that will be maintained. These parts have to be clearly specified in the two
graphs L and R. Then, the application of this production implies removing the graph
corresponding to Del= (L∩(L\R)) and inserting the graph corresponding to Add = (R∩(L\R)). The
way SPO approach deals with dangling edges is to simply remove them. An example of graph
rewriting with an SPO production is given in the figure 2. The application of the grammar
production is composed of two steps: 1) the graph is transformed by removing the occurrence of
the graph Del and by inserting a copy of the graph Add, and 2) the single dangling edge
(connecting node 4 to node 3), resulting from the removal of node 4, is removed.

Figure 2. SPO Approach

Within the Double PushOut approach (DPO), grammar productions are specified by a 3-uplet
<L;K;R>. The pattern K specifies the part to be maintained after the application of the rule rather
than deducing it by the operation L\R. The other difference with the SPO approach is that the
application of this production requires an additional condition called the dangling condition. This
condition states that the production is applicable only if its application will not lead to dangling
edges. If the two conditions (i.e. existence of an occurrence of L and absence of dangling edges)
hold, the application of the production implies the removal of the graph corresponding to the
occurrence of Del = (L∩K) and the insertion of a copy of the graph Add = (R∩K). A simple
example of the DPO transformation approach is given in figure 3. We note that the host graph of
this example (noted G2) is different from the one given for the SPO approach (noted G1). The
difference lies in the fact that G2 does not contain any more the edge connecting nodes 4 and 3 in
G1. This is due to the fact that if we maintain this edge in G2, R3 would not be applicable any
more because its application would violate the dangling condition.

Figure 3. DPO Approach

3 Describing Service-Oriented Architecture styles using the Graph Grammar
formalism
Graphs are used here to describe service-oriented architectures. Following the commonly used
conventions for standard graphical descriptions, we consider that vertices represent services and
edges correspond to their related interdependencies. The use of graphs is relevant since we
address the specification of architectural styles where declarative aspects corresponding to the
description of all the possible instances can be correctly specified by graph grammars.
Theoretical work on the field of graphs and graph grammars provides us formal means to specify
and check constraints on these architectures. Important work was achieved using graphs and
graph grammars for component-oriented architecture description. We can quote, for instance,
[27] for the coordination of dynamic architectures, [28] for the description of architectures and
their communication and [29] for diagnosis and repair.
We present, in the next sections, our graph-based approach for the description of architectural
style in the context of SOA where graphs are used to describe single architectural configurations
and graph grammars are used to specify architectural styles. We define graph grammars as a
classical system <AX;NT;T;P> where AX is the axiom, NT is the set of the non-terminal vertices,
T the set of terminal vertices, and P the set of grammar productions. An instance belonging to the
graph grammar is a graph containing only terminal vertices and obtained starting from axiom AX
by applying a sequence of productions in P. For the specification of the grammar productions, we
consider the explicit structure of the DPO approach that we associate with the more expressive
SPO approach when dealing with grammar production application. This supposes that there is no
dangling condition to apply a grammar production and that dangling edges are removed. For easy
understanding, a node is specified in the form T(i) where T corresponds to the node type and i
denotes its identifier. Edges are pairs of the form (n1Æn2) where n1 is the identifier of the tail
node and n2 is the identifier of the head node. A graph is defined by the two sets of nodes and
edges composing its structure.
3.1 Basic Interaction (BI) architecture style
The BI architectural style can be considered as the basic style for service-oriented architectures.
Figure 4 presents the basic infrastructure composed of a service requestor and a service provider
exchanging, for example, SOAP messages on the top of Internet application layer protocols.

Figure 4. The elementary pattern and an architecture example of the direct interaction service-oriented style

The BI architecture style is described by the following graph grammar:
<AX;{BI};{SR; SP};PBI> Where PBI is the following set of productions:
< { AX } ; { } ; { BI } >
< { BI } ; { } ; { } >
< { BI } ; { BI } ; { SR(r) , SP(p), (rÆp)} >
< { BI , SR(r) } ; { BI , SR(r) } ; { SP(p) , (rÆp)} >
< { BI , SP(p) } ; { BI , SP(p)} ; { SR(r) , (rÆp)} >
< { BI , SR(r) , SP(p) } ; { BI , SR(r) , SP(p) } ; { (cÆp)} >

(BI.1)
(BI.2)
(BI.3)
(BI.4)
(BI.5)
(BI.6)

Productions (BI.4), (BI.5) and (BI.6) allow a requestor to be bound to multiple providers and a
provider to be bound to multiple requestors. The architecture example presented in figure 4 could
be obtained by applying the following productions: BI.1, then BI.3 with r=r1 and p=p1, then BI3
with r=r3 and p=p3, then BI.4 with r=r1 and p=p2, then BI.5 with r=r2 and p=p1, then BI.6 with
r=r2 and p=p3 and finally BI.2.

3.2 Orchestrated Interaction (OI) architecture style
The above BI architectural style provides a simple interaction model involving a single
independent operation on a single service provider. In the case of interactions involving multiple
sequences of operations, BI style is not sufficient to specify the associated architectures. Indeed,
to manage the workflow of these services, we may need to execute invocations in conformance
with their ordering constraints. We may also need to root service requests to the appropriate
provider and to root the service provider response to the right service requestor. Orchestration [5,
30, 31] addresses the issue of creating business processes at the message level including business
logic, task execution order and transactional aspects. We introduce, in this section, in order to
consider orchestration issues, the orchestrator element and define the orchestrated interaction
style.

Figure 5. Consistent architecture instances of the orchestrated interaction style

The OI architectural style is described by the following graph grammar:
<AX; {OI}; {SR;O; SP}; POI > where POI is the set of the grammar productions defined below:

< { AX } ; { } ; { OI } >
< { OI } ; { } ; { } >
< { OI } ; { OI } ; { SR(r) , O(o) , SP(p) , (rÆo) , (oÆp) } >
< { OI , O(o) } ; { OI , O(o) } ; { SR(r) , (rÆo) } >
< { OI , O(o) } ; { OI , O(o) } ; { SP(p) , (oÆp) } >
< { OI , O(o) , SR(r) } ; { OI , O(o) , SR(r) } ; { (rÆo) } >
< { OI , O(o) , SP(r) } ; { OI , O(o) , SP(r) } ; { (oÆp) } >
< { OI , SR(r) } ; {OI , SR(r)} ; { O(o) , SP(p) , (rÆo) , (oÆp) } >
< { OI , SP(p) } ; { OI , SP(p) } ; { SR(r) , O(o) , (rÆo) , (oÆp)} >

(OI.1)
(OI.2)
(OI.3)
(OI.4)
(OI.5)
(OI.6)
(OI.7)
(OI.8)
(OI.9)

The defined graph grammar allows an orchestrator to coordinate multiple providers (OI.4) and
multiple service requestors (OI.5). The OI grammar also involves the general case where an
orchestrator may share its service requestors and providers with other orchestrators (resp.
(OI.6&OI.8) and (OI.7&OI.9)). The architectural style restricting the framework to independent
orchestrated patterns can be obtained using the same graph grammar as for the OI style by
removing the OI.6 to OI.9 productions.
3.3 Composite architecture styles
The OI architectural style was defined to address the problem of service interactions that consist
of sequence operation invocations. In this section, we consider the composition scenario where
the invocation of a service operation involves different operations offered by different other
services. One of the key differences between composition [32, 34] and orchestration is related to
the fact that composition is concerned with internal implementation of operations [35]. Unlike
orchestration protocols which are public documents described by standardized languages such as
BPEL4WS, the specification of composite services is generally done within a single company
and the composition schema still transparent from the client perspective for privacy
considerations. We define, here, a composite service style by introducing a new interdependency
link between service providers. We distinguish, now, two kinds of links: invocation links
(denoted by the continuous arrow symbol “Æ”) and composition links (denoted by the dashed
arrow symbol `-->'). The second kind of links expresses the composition relation between service
providers and their containing composite services.
The graph grammar producing patterns of composite service providers is described as follows:
<AX; {Comp} ; {CP; SP}; PComp> where PComp is the set of the following grammar productions:
< {AX} ; { } ; {Comp}>
< {Comp} ; { } ; { } >
< {Comp} ; {Comp} ; {SP(p)} >
< {Comp} ; {Comp} ; {CP(p1) , SP(p2) , p1 --> p2} >
< {Comp , CP(p1)} ; {Comp , CP(p1)} ; {SP(p2) , p1 -->p2} >
< {Comp , CP(p1) , SP(p2)} ; {Comp , CP(p1) , SP(p2)} ; {p1 -->p2} >
< {Comp , CP(p1)} ; {Comp , CP(p1)} ; {CP(p2) , p2 --> p1} >
< {Comp , CP(p1) , CP(p2)} ; {Comp , CP(p1) , CP(p2)} ; {p2 -->p1} >
< {Comp , SP(p2)} ; {Comp , SP(p2)} ; {CP(p1) , p1-->p2} >

(Comp.1)
(Comp.2)
(Comp.3)
(Comp.4)
(Comp.5)
(Comp.6)
(Comp.7)
(Comp.8)
(Comp.9)

Figure 6 . Elementary composite service and an example of a conforming associated architecture
instance of the composite style.

The defined graph grammar, for composite architectures, allows a composite provider to be
composed of several atomic providers (Comp.4&Comp.5) and several composite providers
(Comp.7&Comp.8). It also implies that multiple levels of composition may be considered
(Comp.7&Comp.8) but that the lowest level contains exclusively atomic services (because of
Comp.3 and Comp.4 and because of absence of a production of type < {Comp ,CP(p1)} ; {Comp,
CP(p1)} ; {CP(p2) , p1 --> p2} >. This production is different from production Comp.7 where we
add a composite service of a higher level. An atomic or a composite service may compose
different composite services (respectively Comp.6&Comp.8).
In the sequel, we extend the styles introduced for the BI and OI architectures to consider the
composition issue. According to whether we place the architecture within the framework of the
BI or the OI architectures, we obtain two new composite architecture styles.
3.3.1 Composite Basic Invocation (CBI) architecture style
The CBI architecture style is described by the graph grammar: <AX;{CBI};{SR; SP;CP};PCBI>
where PCBI is the set of the following grammar productions:
< {AX} ; { } ; {CBI}>
< {CBI} ; { } ; { } >
< {CBI} ; {CBI} ; {SP(p)} >
< {CBI} ; {CBI} ; {CP(p1) , SP(p2) , p1 -->p2} >
< {CBI , CP(p1)} ; {CBI , CP(p1)} ; {SP(p2) , p1-->p2} >
< {CBI , CP(p1) , SP(p2)} ; {CBI , CP(p1) , SP(p2)} ; {p1-->p2} >
< {CBI , CP(p1)} ; {CBI , CP(p1)} ; {CP(p2) , p2 -->p1} >
< {CBI , CP(p1) , CP(p2)} ; {CBI , CP(p1) , CP(p2)} ; {p2 -->p1} >
< {CBI , SP(p2)} ; {CBI , SP(p2)} ; {CP(p1) , p1-->p2} >
< {CBI , SP(p)} ; {CBI , SP(p)} ; {SR(r) , rÆp}>
< {CBI , SP(p) , SR(r)} ; {CBI , SP(p) , SR(r)} ; {rÆp}>

(CBI.1)
(CBI.2)
(CBI.3)
(CBI.4)
(CBI.5)
(CBI.6)
(CBI.7)
(CBI.8)
(CBI.9)
(CBI.10)
(CBI.11)

< {CBI , CP(p)} ; {CBI , CP(p)} ; {SR(r) , rÆp}>
< {CBI , CP(p) , SR(r)} ; {CBI , CP(p) , SR(r)} ; {rÆp}>

(CBI.12)
(CBI.13)

We notice that the previous grammar contains both the composite grammar and the BI grammar:
productions {CBI.i, i = 1…9} are equivalent to productions Comp.i and productions BI.1, BI.2,
BI.5, and BI.6 are respectively equivalent to CBI.1, CBI.2, CBI.10, and CBI.11 while BI.3 is
equivalent to the composition of productions CBI.3 and CBI.10 and BI.4 is equivalent to the
composition of productions CBI.3 and CBI.11. In addition to the requirements and the constraints
related to the composite and to the direct interaction styles (which are still valid because of
productions inclusion and equivalence), the graph grammar of the CBI style allows a requestor to
interact with a provider at any level of composition (CBI.12 & CBI.13) including the lowest level
(CBI.10 & CBI.11). This specification also allows requestors to interact with different services
belonging to different composition levels (CBI.10 & CBI.11 & CBI.12 & CBI.13).

Figure 7. The elementary pattern and an example of architecture that conforms to the composite basic
interaction style.

3.3.2 Composite Orchestrated Invocation (COI) architecture style
The composite orchestrated cooperation architecture style is described by:
<AX; {COI}; {SR;O;CP; SP}; PCOI > where PCOI is the set of the following productions:
< {AX} ; { } ; {COI}>
< {COI} ; { } ; { } >
< {COI} ; {COI} ; {SP(p)} >
< {COI} ; {COI} ; {CP(p1) , SP(p2) , p1 -->p2} >
< {COI , CP(p1)} ; {COI , CP(p1)} ; {SP(p2) , p1-->p2} >
< {COI , CP(p1) , SP(p2)} ; {COI , CP(p1) , SP(p2)} ; {p1-->p2} >
< {COI , CP(p1)} ; {COI , CP(p1)} ; {CP(p2) , p2 -->p1} >
< {COI , CP(p1) , CP(p2)} ; {COI , CP(p1) , CP(p2)} ; {p2 -->p1} >

(COI.1)
(COI.2)
(COI.3)
(COI.4)
(COI.5)
(COI.6)
(COI.7)
(COI.8)

< {COI , SP(p2)} ; {COI , SP(p2)} ; {CP(p1) , p1-->p2} >
< {COI , SP(p)} ; {COI , SP(p)} ; {SR(r) , O(o) , rÆo;oÆp} >
< {COI , SP(p) , O(o)} ; {CDI , SP(p) , O(o)} ; {oÆp} >
< {COI , CP(p)} ; {COI , CP(p)} ; {SR(r) , O(o) , rÆo;oÆp} >
< {COI , CP(p) , O(o)} ; {COI , CP(p) , O(o)} ; {oÆp}>
< {COI , orch(o)} ; {COI , O(o)} ; {SR(r) , rÆo}>
< {COI , SR(r) , O(o)} ; {COI , SR(r) , O(o)} ; {rÆo}>

(COI.9)
(COI.10)
(COI.11)
(COI.12)
(COI.13)
(COI.14)
(COI.15)

Productions from COI.1 to COI.9 are respectively equivalent to productions from Comp.1 to
Comp.9 and the considerations and constraints related to the composite style are still
consequently valid for the COI style. Considering the COI graph grammar we allow a unique
orchestrator to coordinate many composite services (COI.13), many atomic services (COI.11)
and many service requestors (COI.14). An orchestrator may share its atomic providers (COI.11),
its composite providers (COI.13), and its service requestors (COI.15).

Figure 8. The elementary pattern and an architecture example of the composite orchestrated interaction style.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have defined a formal framework for service-oriented architectural style
description. We have proposed the graph grammar formalism to specify the associated
architectural styles. The presented elementary styles classification rises from considering two
major concepts which are service composition and orchestration. We specified the basic
interaction style, the orchestrated interaction style, the composite basic interaction style and the
composite orchestrated style.

Moreover the proposed approach also makes it possible to check the conformance of an
architecture instance to a given style. It is possible to verify if the graph representing a given adhoc architecture can be produced from the axiom by generating partially the development tree to
overcome scalability problems. We have implemented a graph transformation engine in C++ that
supports executing graph grammar productions. We are presently working on applying our
approach for web services in the framework of the IST WS-DIAMOND project. Our models will
be used and extended to check architecture conformance in case of reconfiguration as a repair
action for QoS management.
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